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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider the nonautonomous forced delay difference quation 
Azn = p,zf(zn-k) + r~, n = 0, 1,2, . . . ,  
where the forcing term {rn} is a sequence of real numbers, {pn} a sequence of positive real numbers, 
k a nonnegative integer. We obtain new sufficient conditions o that every solution of the equation 
converges to zero. When we apply our results to some well-known delay difference population models, 
the corollaries improve some recent results. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider  the  nonautonomous  forced delay difference equat ion  
ZXx~ : pn f (x~-k)  + rn, n : 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1) 
where the  forcing te rm {r~} is a sequence of real  numbers ,  {p~} a sequence of posit ive real  
numbers ,  k a nonnegat ive  integer,  Ax~ = X~+l - x~. f (x )  satisfies the  fol lowing condit ions.  
CONDITION HI .  f is cont inuous  and  non increas ing  w i th  xf (x )  < 0, for all x # 0 and  
l im f (x )  _ b<O. 
x--*0 X 
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CONDITION H2. 
Y.  L Iu AND W.  C-E 
There  is a constant ~ > 0, such that 
If(x)I _< ~Ixl, x e R. 
By  a solution of (1), we  mean a sequence {xn} which  is defined for n >_ -k  and  satisfies (I) for 
n _> 0. The  initial condition of (I) is 
x~ = ai, i =-k , -k+ 1, . . . ,0  (2) 
with ai E (-c% +co), for i = -k ,  -k  + 1, . . . ,  0. 
Equation (1) contains as a special case the equation 
Axn = -p~x~-k ,  n = 1, 2, . . . .  (3) 
The oscillatory and asymptotic property of the solutions of (3) has been well studied. To identify 
a few, we refer the reader to [1-5] and the references cited there. It was proved in [1] that if 
+co 
E Pn = +oo 
n=l  
and 
< 1 (4) 
s=n--k 
hold for sufficiently large n, then every solution of (3) tends to zero. In [2], condition (4) was  
replaced by 
n--1 
lira E ps < l. (5) ~ ---+ -~'(X~ 
s='n,--k 
In [3], condition (4) was improved by 
In [4], it was proved that if 
3 1 
ps -< < + 2(k + 1----5 (6) 
+~ 
Ep~ = +oo and limsup < 2, P~ 
s=0 n--*+c~ s=n- -2k  
then the same convergence holds. In [5], it was shown that if 
- t -~ n--1 7 
EPs  = +oc and lim sup E ps < 4' 
s=O n-.-.~q-c~ s=n- -k  
then every solution of (3) converges to zero. 
Very recently, Parhi [6] studied the equation 
Ayr~ + qnG(y,~-k) = bn, n > O, (7) 
where G E C(R, R) is nondecreasing and uG(u) > 0, for all u 7 £ 0, {q~} and {b~} are sequences 
of real numbers. It was proved that if 
q~>O, b~___O, with ~ b~ < +0% 
n=0 
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or  
+co 
q~ >_ O, bn <_ O, with Ebn>-°° '  
n=0 
then every solution of equation (7) oscillates or tends to zero as n tends to infinity if and only if 
E q~ = +oo. 
n=0 
The asymptotic behavior of oscillatory solutions was not studied in [6]. 
In [7,8], the delay difference quation 
yne;3(1-2y~-k) 
Y~+I = 1 -- y~ + y~e/~( 1-2y~-k) '  n 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (8) 
was posed as the genotype difference model. The initial condition is 
Y-k ,Y -k+I , . . . , Yo  C (0,1). (9) 
Let 
Then, equation (8) becomes 
zn=ln  Y~ n=0,1 ,2 ,  . . . .  
1 - y~' 
1 - e z"-k 
Az~ 
~1 + eZ. -k  ' 
n = 0,1, ., 
which is also a special case of (1). 
In [9], Graef and Qian studied the following difference quation 
Xn+l  - -  Xn-~-pXn_k  ~rn ,  ? '~0,1 , . . . ,  
(10) 
(11) 
where p is a real number, k a positive integer, {r~} is a real sequence. They proved that if 
]C k 
O<p< (k + 1)k+ 1' 
then every solution of (Ii) tends to zero as n tends to infinity if and  only if 
lim r~ = O. 
n ---+ -~- ~ 
Recently, the study of delay difference quations has become a very active area of research, 
and we cite as examples, [10-12] and the references therein. 
In this paper, we first establish sufficient conditions for every solution of (1) to tend to zero 
as n tends to infinity and then apply our theory to the equation with forcing term 
1 - -  e xn -k  
n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (12) 
which is a a special case of (1), where fl > 0, {r~} is a sequence of real numbers. If one considers 
that t3 depends on n and puts a coefficient A before e ~--k, then we get the following equation 
1 - -  e xn -k  
/k Xn = Pn 
1 + Ae ~-k  ' 
which is the discrete type of the well-known food-limited model [3,4,7]. 
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In this paper, the following more general equation with the forcing term 
1 - e xn-k 
Axn =pn l+ A~e x~-k +r~'  n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (13) 
is also studied by applying the method similar to that of our theory, where {r~} is a sequence 
of real number, {pn} a sequence of positive number, An E (0, +oc), for all n, k a nonnegative 
integer. 
To the best of our knowledge, the global asymptotic behavior of solutions of equation (1), (12), 
and (13) have not been studied until now. So our results are new. As corollaries, our results 
improve and generalize some results obtained recently in [2,3,6,10]. 
By the way, equation (1) is the discrete type of the following equation 
x'(t) : -p ( t ) f (x ( t  - T)) + r(t), t >_ O, (14) 
which was investigated in [13,14]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the main results and their proofs. In 
Section 3, we apply our results to equations (12) and (13) and two examples are given to illustrate 
the main theorems. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS AND PROOFS 
In this section, we give the sufficient condition so that every solution of equation (1) converges 
to zero as n --+ oe. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (H1) and (/-/2) hold and 
3 
# = o- lim sup p~ < + - -  
S=n--k 
+co 
E Pn = 4-00, 
n=l 
2(k + 1)' 
and 
r n 
lim - -  = O. 
n--++oo Pn 
Then, every solution of equation (1) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
THEOREM 9.. Suppose that (16) and (17) hold, furthermore, 
3 1 
lim sup Ps < + 
~-.+oo 2 2(k + 1)" 
s~t--k 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Then, every solution of the following equation 
i x  n = - -pnXn_k  -~ rn ,  n = O,  1 ,  . . . , 
tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
In order to prove Theorems 1 and 2, we need following lemmas. 
LEMMA i. Suppose (HI), (H2), (15)-(17) hold. {Xn} is a eventually positive solution of equa- 
tion (1) (or eventually negative solution of equation (1)). Then, {xn} tends to zero as n --~ q-oo. 
PROOF. Suppose {x~} is an eventually positive solution (the case {xn} is eventually negative 
may similarly be dealt with and its proof omitted). 
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From (H1) and (H2), choose 1 > A > 0, such that 
f(x) b 
0< x <-~,  xe( -A ,A) ,  xT~0. (19) 
For any e E (0, A), (17) and (15) imply that there is No and a >_ (k + 2)/(k + 1) such that 
3 1 1 r_~ be 
~r p~<#+e<a<-~+~k+--- - f ,  <-~, n>No.  (20) 
s~n--]g 
We consider two  cases. 
CASE 1. Ax~ is eventual ly  negative. 
It is easy  to see that  l imn-~cc xn  = c~ exists and  c~ _> 0. We prove  c~ = 0. Assume the contrary, 
c~ > 0, one  gets f(c~) < 0. Choose  e E (0,-f(c~)), there is N > No  such  that  
r_~ _< e, x~-k _> a, 
P~ 
and 
~ ps<_#+e<a,  for n > N. (21) 
8~n--]g 
Again, equation (1) implies 
Axn < pnf(a) + r~ < p~(f(a) + e), for n > N. 
Thus, 
n 
x~ - XN <_ (e + f(c~)) E p~" 
s=N 
Let n --* ec, by (16) we get a - xN < -c~ a contradiction. Then, a = 0. 
CASE 2. {/kXn} is not eventually negative. 
By (1), choose N1 > No such that 
x~_k > 0, for n >_ N1. 
We have 
AXn < r~, n > N1. (22) 
Let n* > N1 + k + 1 be any left maximum term of {xn}, i.e., x~. > xn*- l .  Then, Axn._ l  > 0. 
We claim x~*-k-1 _< e, e is defined in (20). Assume the contrary, x~*-k-1 > e. Then, 
0 < Axe*-1 = p~*-lf(x~*-k-1) + r,~._l 
_< P~*- l f@) + r~*- i  
be 
_< ;~._lf(e) + 7p~._1 
which is a contradiction. Hence, (20) and (22) imply 
n*--I 
Xn* ~ Xn*_k_  1 ~- abe (23) rs _<e+~-.  
s :~* - -k - - i  
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This shows that {Xn} is bounded. Let limsupn_+ccx ~ = a. We see a < +oo. Choose a 
subsequence {x,~ } such that 
lim xn~ = a, Axn~-i > 0. 
i--+O~ 
We get Xni-k-1 <__ e similarly. Thus, we get 
l+  T . (24) 
s=n~--k--1 
Let i -+ co, e -~ 0, (24) implies c~ = 0. From Cases 1 and 2, it follows that {x,~} tends to zero 
as n tends to infinity. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (H1), (H2), (15), and (17) hold. {xn} is an oscillatory solution of (1). 
Then, {x~} tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
PaOOF. Suppose {x,~} is any oscillatory solution of equation (1). We divide the proof into two 
steps. First, we prove that every bounded solution {x~} of (1) tends to zero. Secondly, we show 
that {x,~} is bounded. 
STEP 1. Prove that every bounded solution {x~} of (1) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
By (H1) and (H2), we choose A > 0, e E (0, A), and No such that (19) and (20) hold. Let 
lim sup x~ = u, lim inf x~ = v. 
n-++co n--++oc 
We prove u = v = 0. Since {xn} is bounded, one gets 
-~<v<0<u<+~.  
Choosing N1 > No + k so that 
- -O0 < V l  = V -- £ ~_ Xn- -k  ( lt  -}- £ = ~tl < -l-(X), n >> N1.  
Then, we have 
Ax~ <_ puf(vl) -t- rn, n >_ N1, 
Ax~ >_ pnf(ul)  + r,~, n >_ N1. 
So 
/NXn > --O'UlPn + rn, n > 
Choose {ni} so that N1 + k < nl < n2 < " .  < . . . ,  x~ > 
limi-~+~ x~ = u. Since Ax~_ l  > 0 and Ax~ < 0, we claim 
Assume the contrary, x~-k  < -e  (the case x~-k -1  > e may 
N1, 
N1. (25) 
max{x~_l ,  x~+l},  x~ > 0, and 
that xn~-k _> -c  and xn,-1-k _< e. 
similarly be proved), one gets 
0 > Ax~ = pnJ(x,~-k)  + r~ 
> p~f ( -e )  + r~ 
be 
>_ pn~f(-e) - -~p~ 
(use (19)) 
0 
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a contradict ion.  It  follows that  there is ~ E [n~ - 1 - k, n~ - k]) and a E I -e ,  e], such that  
x,~,_ l_~ + (xn,_k - ~n , -1 -~) (¢ ,  - n,  + k + 1) = ~ e [ -e ,  e]. 
Thus, we obta in via some rearranging 
Xn~-k -= (Xn~-k -- Xn , -1 -k ) (n i  -- k -- ~i) -~ C¢ 
and 
Now using (25), together  with (20), for n~ - 2k - 1 < n < n~ - 1 - k, one gets 
ni--2--k nl--k--2 
Xn~- l -k  -- 3gn ~ °V l  E Ps + E rs 
8~n s~n 
hi--k--2 , ni--2--k 
Oe 
~- -~7Vl  E Ps'~-- '~ E Ps 
$~n sen  
n~ -k--2 abe 
8~n 
which gives 
--X n <__ --Xni--1-- k -- O'Vl 
n, -2 -k  abe 
s~n 
= (Xni--k -- Xn,--1--k)(~ i -- n i ~- I ~- ~) -- ~ -- (TV 1 
n i - l - - k  
<_ ~rv lp~- l -k (n i  - k - ~i) - (7Vl 
ni-2--k abe 
E P~ + 2or 
S~n 
abe 
E ps - - rn , -k -x (n i - -k - - l - -~ i )  q--~-~-}-e.  
8~n 
Since -1  <_ ni - k - 1 - ~i < 0, [ r~-k -1 ] /p~-k -1  < be/2, and from (20), i.e., P~, -k -1  <_ a /a ,  
we get 
-x,~ < ov lp~- l -k (n i  - k -- ~i) - o'vl 
<_ ov lp~- l -a (n i  - k - ~)  - o-v1 
= crv lpn~-l -k(ni  -- k - ~i) -- (7731 
ni-- l--k 
be abe 
E P~- -~p~, -k - l (n i -k - l -¢ i )+- f f -~q-e  
8:n  
ni--l-k abe abe 
8~n 
ni - l - k  abe 
E p~+- -+e,  (7 
8~n 
fo rn~-2k- l<n<ni - l - k .  Hence, 
--Xn--k ~ --O'Vl - -pn i - l - k (n i  -- k -- ¢i) ~- E P~l + + 1 ,,  
s=n-k  J 
for ni - 1 - k < n < n i -  1. By (H1) and (H2), if X~-k <_ O, then 
Axn < --(7pnXn_ k ~ rn.  
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So [ni~--k ] (~)  
\ " Axn ~_ -0"2v lp~ p~ - p~{-1 -k (n i  - k - ~i) + ~ + 1 0"p~ + rn.  (26) 
L s :n -k  
If x~_~ > 0, then f (x~_~)  < 0, (H i  imp l ies  Axn <_ rn.  Hence, (26) is also valid. We consider 
two  cases. 
n~--i CASE 1. d : 0" ~=~{_kp~ + 0"p~{-~-k(n i  - k - ~{) < 1. Equation (26) imp l ies  
E (Xn+l - -Xn)  
n:nl -k 
Xn{ = Xn{_ k J[- 
hi--1 
: (Xn{-k -- Xn,--1-k)(?%i -- ~ -- ~i) J- E (Xn+l -- 20n) -~- O~ 
n=ni--k 
] <__ -0"%1p~,-1-~(~ - k - ~)  p~ - p~_~_~(~ - k - ~) 
Ls=n~ - l -  2k 
J - (n i - -~- -k )  [ (a - -b+l )  Epn{-k - l~- rn i -k -1]  + E 
- 0"Zvl P,~ Ps - Ps - pn,- l -k(ni  - k - (i) 
n=n{--k ks=n-k s=n{-k 
hi-1 hi-1 
s=~zi--k 8=ni--k 
Now, use (2O) and (21) 
a 
n{-1 [~ ] [ <ab )ab-  ] 
-0"2vl E Pn - ~ p~-pn{-1 -k (n{-k - - ( i )+(  2~ +1 + 0- 1 
n=ni--k s=ni--k 
n{-- i  
d 2 
ni--I n ] 
n=nl--k s:n~-k J 
where )ab] M:  2 +i +- -+1.  G 
It is easy  to know that  
2 v--~m v-~n m 2 m 2 
(a) :_,,~=~V,~:_,,=lW:(E,~=~V-) +En=~Vn, 
It follows that ni--1 a 2 xn, <_-0-2vl -~d-pn ,_ l _k (n i -k - ({ )2 -P~, -1 -k (n{-k - ({ )  E p~ 
n=n{ --k 
- -  f'~ -5  Z P : /+~M 
2 \n=n{-k  n=n{-k  .J 
~d-  1 p~ + p~,- l -~(n~ - k -~)  
=--O'2Vl 0"2 2 \n=n~--k 
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n~--I ] 
1 
- p~, -1 -~(~ - k - ~)~ - ~ ~ ;~ + ~M 
n=n¢-k 
--~2V 1 
-- o -2 2 2(k 1) Pn,--1--k ni--k--~i)+ 
< -cr2v~ + eM 
- ~ ~ 2(k + l) 
( = -v l  ad 2 k + 
n¢-i 1 2] p~ + eM 
Recall that 0 < d < I, then we get 
( l k÷~)+eM,  i=  1,2, xn~_<-~rvl a 2k+ . . . .  (27) 
CASE 2. d > 1. In this case, we can find an integer n* C [n~ - k, ni] such that 
n~--i n~--i 
-<1, E 
n=n* n=n*--i 
This allows us to choose U E (n* - 1, n~') such that 
(n~-i / 
O- ~ E Pn ~-Pn*--l(n* -- 7]) 
\n=n* 
Then, we rewrite x~ as follows: 
=1.  (28) 
n*--2 ni--1 
z~, = x~,_k + ~ (X.+l - x~) + x~. - ~- -1  + ~ (x~+l - ~) 
n=ni--k n=n* 
= (z~,_k  - x~_ l _~) (n~ - k - ~)  + ~ + ~ (X~+l - x~) 
n=nl --k 
hi--1 
Jr- (7] - -  n*  ~-  1 ) (Xn*  - -  Xn*_l) -~- (n* -- ?'])(Xn* -- Xn*_l) @ Z (Xn+l  - -  xn)" 
n=n* 
From (20), (25), and (26), it follows from the ApPend ix  that 
k+2 ) 
xn~ _< -v l  a 2 (k+ 1) +eMI '  (,) 
where M1 = 5ab/2r~ +2(a/o-)(ab/a + 1) + 1. The proof of (,) will be given in the Appendix since 
it is complicated. 
Let i --+ +oo and ~ --~ 0, then we get 
( _k+_2 h 
~_<-  ~ 2(k+i )7  ~. 
(29) 
By a similar method  of those in the proof of (29), we  can get 
k+2 ) 
v_>-  ~ 2(k+1)  u. (30) 
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If u ¢ 0, then 
u < # 2(k + 1) u, 
which contradicts # < 3/2 + 1/(2(k + 1)). Hence, we get u = v = 0. 
STEP 2. Prove {xn} is bounded. 
By (H1) and (H2), we choose A > 0, e e (0, A), and No, such that (19) and (20) hold. Assume 
the contrary, {x~} is unbounded, there is a sufficiently large n* > No + 2h, such that 
Ix.l_<lx~*l, fo rn<n*  and Im~*l>max{lx~*+ll, lxn*-ll} 
and 
IXn * I + 2(k + 1~ # > 6M1, (31) 
where/1//1 is defined in Step 1. Without loss of generality, suppose that x~. > e (the case x~. < -e  
may similarly be proved and is omitted). Hence, 
Ax~ <_p~lf(xn.) l+r~ , n<_n*. 
(I-I2) implies that 
Ax~ < apnxn* + rn, n <_ n *. (32) 
It is easy to see that Axn* - i  > 0and xn*-k-1 <_ e. In fact, if x~.-k-1 > e, then 
0 < /kxn*- i  = pn . - l f (xn* -k -1 )  ~- rn*- i  
~n* - i  ( f (~)~-  ?'n*-l ~ ~Pn* - l  ( f (~)d-  
a contradiction. So we find n* - k < ni < n* such that x~,-k ___ e and xn~-z-k <_ e. It follows 
that there is ~ ~ [ni - 1 - k, ni - k], such that 
xn,-1-k H- (Xn,-k -- Xn,-1-k)(~i -- ni + k + 1) = e. 
Thus, we obtain via some rearranging 
Xni-k = (Xni--k -- 93ni-1-k )(ni -- [g -- ~i) -~- £ 
and 
xn~-1-k  = - (x~-k  - xn~- l -k ) (~ i  - n i  + 1 + k) 4- e. 
It is similar to those in Step 1, one gets 
xn. <_ (# 
So 
2 (k+1)  zn*+eM1.  
2 (k+1)  t~ -<eM1, 
which contradicts (31). This shows that {xn} is bounded. 
From Step 1 and 2, we complete the proof of Lemma 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Suppose {xn} is any solution of equation (1). If {x~} is eventually 
positive or eventually negative, then it tends to zero as n tends to infinity by Lemma 1. If {x~} 
is oscillatory, then it tends to zero by Lemma 2. Hence, we get Theorem 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. In Theorem 1, choose f (x )  = -x ,  we get Theorem 2. 
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3. APPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we give the applications for our main results. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (17) holds ~nd 
2 
0<¢~< 
k4-1 
Then, every solution of (12) tends to zero. 
PROOF. Let 
2(k+1)) (33) 
1 --  e 2~ 
f(x) = 21 + e ~ 
It is easy to see that lim~__,o(f(x)/x) = -1, f(x) < -x  if x < 0 and f (x) > -x ,  for x > 0. In 
fact, let F(x) = (1 - eX)/(t + e ~) 4- (1/2)5. Then, F(0) = 0 and F'(x) -- 1/2 - 2ez(1 4- e~) -2. 
Let g(u) = u(1 4-u) -2. Then, g'(u) = (1 +u) -3 (1  -u ) ,  so u = 1 is the unique maximum point of 
g(u) on (0, Go). Then, g(u) < 1/4, thus, F'(x) > O. It follows that I(1 - e~)/(1 + e~)f < (1/2)lxl, 
for x # 0. Then, by Theorem 1, we get Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that ,ks 6 (0, 1], (16), and (17) hold. Also 
1 (34) U_<3+k+---y 
holds for sufficiently large n. Then, every solution of equation (13) tends to zero. 
PROOF. Let F(n, x) = 2((1 - e~)/(1 + Ase~)) and f(x) = (1 - e~)/(1 + e~). We have 
2 1-e  x 1 1 1 -e  ~ 1 
_ - -<_ - - - : r ,  x<O, F(n,x)> >_-y-z, ~>_0. F(n,x) < An l +e ~ As - - An l +e ~ 
Theorem 1 implies Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that An 6 (1, +c~), (16),(17) hold. Furthermore, 
1 (35) 
r~ _< 3+ k +---1 
8~n--k  
holds for sumciently large n. Then, every solution of (13) tends to zero. 
PROOF. Let F(n, x) = 2((1 - eX)/(1 + Asex)) and f(x) = (1 - e~)/(1 + ex). Then, 
F(n,x) < 21-  e ~ 21-  e ~ - -  < -x ,  x < O, F (n ,x )  > > -x ,  x > O. 
- l + e  ~ -  - _ l + e X -  - 
Theorem 1 implies Theorem 5. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the delay difference quation 
'Ax  n 4- ~Xn_  1 = , n = 0,  1 , . . . ,  (36) 
which was proposed in [9] by Graef and Qian. It is easy to check that (15)-(17) hold. So every 
solution of (36) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the delay difference quation 
6-5x  ( -1 )  s 3 4_ n 6 -5x  ( -1 )  ~ 
AXn : 16(2 -~ ( - - l )n )  xn -1  -- 2 X 4- 2(2 + (--1) n) X 4 -~, n = 0, 1 , . . . .  (37) 
We claim that every solution of (37) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. In fact, it is easy to see 
that (15)-(17) hold. So the same convergence is valid. 
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APPENDIX  
PROOF OF  (,) 
Here we will present the proof of (,) in Section 2. 
We rewrite Xn~ as follows: 
n~--2 ni--I 
= (~.~-~ - ~ . , -1 -~) (n~ - k - ~)  + ~ + ~ (~.+1 - x.) 
n~--I 
-F (?7 -- n*  -'l- 1) (Xn* -- Xn~'_ l )  -I- (n*  -- 'r]) (Xn* -- Xn*_ l )  -F E (Xn+l  -- xn) "  
n~n* 
From (20), (25), and (26), it follows that 
n:n  i --k 
Ls=n. -1 -k  
+(n*--~) ['(a~bG + l) Pn~-l +rn*-l] 
-- G2Vl  E Pn  Ps -- Pn i - - l - k (n i  -- 1¢ -- ~i) 
n=n* L s=n--k 
n~--  I n~-- i
(using (28)) 
n~ --2 
= -~%~ pn. , -1 -~(~ - k - ~)  + ~ p,~ 
n=nl - -k  
] I n~-I ] [ /--~ ) 5ab ] 
-F (v - -n*÷l )pn~_ l  Epn+Pn~_ l (n : - - ?7)  ~-E-Fc  2 a -F1 + 2o. 1 
L~=~ 
s=n~--l-k 
+ 
n=n* L s=n-k  
= --G2Vl ~ E Pn ~-~-~ Ps -- Pn,-1-k(ni -- k -- {i) 
I 
-FPn,--1--k(T~i --  ]g -- { i )  "F E Pn -- (T~* --  ~)Pn* - - i  
n~gz i --Ig 
Global Asymptotic Behavior 
n~-l--k 
+(n: - r ] )pn :_ l  E Ps - -P~- l -k (n i - -k - -~ i )  
s=n*--l-k 
]} -FPn{-1-k(ni -- ]g -- {i) "F E p~ - (n: - $])Pn~-I 
+e[2G + cr +1 +1 
] = -~%1 ;~ Z ;~ - (~: - v )p~-~ + (~: - v ) ;~- i  
k n=n * s=n-k 
1} P~- (n~-r l )P~; -1  + e [5ab[za'-z- + 2a(-~cr + 1) + 1] 1 ] 
< -~%1 ;~ - Z ;~ - (n:  - ~) ;~-1  
4- (n* - -~)Pn~- I  [ ;  -- (~* -- ?})Pn~-l] +EM1 
=--O'2Vl ~ -- E Pn Ps -  (717 --?])Pn*--i E Prt-- (rt: --T])2pn._12 _~ ~M1, 
,~=~ ~=,~ n=. * 
where 
~ _a(~ ) M1 = --if-G- + +1 +1. o 
We use (a) and (b), keeping (28) in mind, we have 
a 1 nt--1 1 2 
Xni ~ --0"2Vl ~" -- ~ Pn -- -2 E Pn -- (fb: -- 7])pn~_ 1 E Pn 
\n=n* / n=n~ n=n* 
7 
--(n* -- r])2p2._l] + EM1 
J 
] E 1 21 . .  - - P.-~(ni  - 7) Put-1 + eM1 = --0"2Vl ~'~ ~ Pn -F (n: -- f])Pn~--I 2 n=n~ 
a 1 1 1 (~'-1 ) 2] 
-- * . E Pn + (n: -- r])pn*-i + EM1 < --°'2vl or2 20-2 2 ni -- n i + 1 \~=~. 
[ 1 1 ] 
=-v i  a 2 2 (n i -n*÷l )  +eMi 
[1 ~] 
- -V  1 a 2 2(k + 1) + eM1 
[ k+2] 
_<-Vla 2~-1)] +eM1 
then, (,) is proved. 
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